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Interviewer:

Mr. McQueen tell us something about you early childhood.

Mr. McQueen:

Well, I can't give you very much of a description of that.

My mother passed away when I was about a year and a half possibly two years old.
I lived with a family for a time at Malden.

My father was away working.

I

don't know where possibly around Gauley Bridge at that time and I lived down
there for a time at Malden and my Grandfather on my mother's side came and took
me to Nicholaus County.
just don't remember that.

So I lived with them for possibly

I

Then my father went to Webster County and started a

business and took me to Webster County.

He was a tanner.

by trade in fact he was a jack of all trades.
before him.

a year or two.

We, he rather, was a tanner.

hides as they came off the animals.

He was a tanner

He could do anything that came

He started from scratch with the ceef

I as a little codger watched him,after

I got old enought he built us a home and we sent to ~batching".

And in the course

of that we had a lumber camp cook, old man Joe Durman and his wife that cooked
at the lumber camps up in the head of Williams River and on Gauley and the old
mill came into Camden Gauley.

Well, they in the winter up there when you were

in the back woods you stayed there until spring.

Well, he got out of there and

came down, he and his wife and lived with us during the winter.

She did the

cooking and ol Uncle Joe which we called him, he just stayed around.

He did

odd jobs of one kind or another.
Mrs. Goodall:
Mr. McQueen:

Tell about the snakes.
Oh, well now don't get sneaky.

So Dad was always doing

something just a little different from anybody else, so he decided he was gonna
pick up some novelties and went in the summertime he would go to the mountains
and catch rattlesnakes, tan their hides.

And at that time Webster Springs

was quite a health resort due to the soft sulphur water up there.
that was a great treat.

They thought

Well, they would come in by that time they had the

railroad from Clarksburg into Camden on Gauley so they come to Cowen and they
would go up there and live at the what they would call the "big hotel."

And

a •. Dad would call a bunch of rattlesnakes hides and take them up there and sell
them for souvenirs.

In fact I have one now he tanned on about 1905, that was

made into a belt and went through the San Francisco earthquake and finally wound
up in Spokan, Washington and a friend,a boyhood friend of mine, when I was just
a little codger, he got a hold of it and he wrote to his father and told him
he had something that he knew I would like to have.

And that was possibly oh

I don't remember when the old gentleman died but anyway it must have been in
the •• in the SO's or 40's.

So he mailed him the snake hide that my father had

given to a niece and she had given it to somebody in San Francisco since we had
~-rl T ,l~,.. I+- lrnnT.T hnT.T M,-. . l<'i f-7.tJ:lf-PT' Q"Ot a hold of it.
His

. .. -- --- ~ ~t.---

Mr. McQueen:

name was Escar, he was a few years older than I am.

was in the ••. that's what Dad had given to Hattie Raider.

2

I

So I have it yet and

I also have some other little trinkets that I value rather highly.

But we lived

together at the Glades and I went down to another part of Nicholaus County
around Buchsgarden Creek and lived with an aunt, my father's sister that married
Allen Raider.

I lived there for a surrnner or two and also lived with another

Raider family there on the same hollow and went to school down there.
first school I went to was at Bert's River and I got a lickin.
lickin I ever got in school.

But the

That's the first

But it scared me to death, it didn't hurt me any

but scared the tar out of me.

Well, I after school closed then we went back up

to Webster and we lived there for a time and I kinda got things crossed up a
little here but anyway we stopped on the way we were going up there to "batch"
again and I had a cousin that was a physician.

He was located at Bert'sRiver.

He married a girl from Bert's River and he located
now where I quit.

there.

Well, I don't know

I was telling about my physician, my first cousin who was

the son of my father's brother and a .• when the school term ended my father came
to get me and take me to Webster and as I was going away from Bert's River, my

cousin gave me five dimes.

I was about six years old at that time I guess and

a •• we stopped at a country store on the way between Bert's River and Cowen and
a •• we bought a few chickens so we'd have our eggs and a •• that flock had two
what was known a frizzly chickens,instead of their feathers pointing toward the
back end of the chicken, they pointed toward the head.
people seen those.

I never saw but two or three myslef.

There's not very many
Those two hens

they

took my ~ye and I paid twenty-five cents apiece for those two frizzly chickens and
I took them home.

Now that was the apple of my eye at that time and a curiousity

for everyone else who came along.
don't remember.

So we lived there for a few years I just

I went to about three differen,t schools, two different schools

up there I guess.

They built a new school down close to where we lived and I

went to school there and a during that winter my dad was butchering

quite a

lot of meat for the mill at Canden and the hotel at Canden and anyone else who
wanted some meat.
Durman.

So that was during the time Uncle Joe was with us,Vncle Joe

Well, Uncle Joe brought the gun out for him to shoot the beef and he

put one shell in the gun and carried another extra one in his hand.

Well, he

gave them both to Dad and he shot the beef with the one he had in the gun and
just slipped the other one into the gun.
that gun to the house.
to carry that gun.
to

snap the gun.

Well, I my a •. joy was to get to carry

Didn't care about carrying anything else I just wanted

And on the way down of course, I was always cautioned not
Well, that didn't go too far.

I'd have to snap that gun a

Mr. McQueen: time or two before I'd get to the house. Well, this time
I snapped the gun.a time or two, I don't remember, whether it was once or
twice but nothing happened so just as we wer going onto the porch going into
the house I thought well this is the last snap for tonight so I took another pop
at it.

I snapped it • again--shot a hole through my foot.

foot, lodged in my boot sole.

I was wearing those little red top boots they had

for kids about my size at that time.

So I squealed, of course, like a pig and

the neighbor hear me and he got to me before Dad did.
too gig of a hurry.

Shot clear through my

Dad didn't seem to be in

But Uncle Joe got to me pretty soon and he helped me into

the house with bullet hole in my foot and I .• we never had a doctor.

Didn't

have anybody except Dad and Uncle Joe and the neighbor Bill Hollistor.
I remember I got along alright.

So they

I didn't faint or anything til they got a

knitting needle and ran that through that bullet hole to make sure that bullet
wasn't in the foot.

Well, it wasn't in there.

So I think I blacked out about that time.

It was in the sole of the boot.

About the time that needle went through.

But anyway I got along alright and Dad made me a crutch and I lost maybe a couple
of days of school.
a shoe on again.
school.

I went to school on a crutch til my foot got so I could put
So I finished up school there and after that I

they had summer

We had an old lady that taught a sunnner school and there was a lot of

youngste~s that went to school.

So we •• I went to that school and I went to another

school but I never a •• maybe a couple of terms.

I think there was summer school

only was about six or six and a half weeks or something like that.

But later

on when I was about 12 years old I'd lived in different families here and there
and I had a mother everyplace I lived.

I had at least a half a dozen or more

mothers in the neighborhood that took they all looked after Charlie.
my father started another tannery.

So, I ..

The other one blew out, nobody was doing

anything in that line so he atarted that up again atHookersville.

And we

lived with a family there, paind board until we got a house built and we went
back to "batching".

And he never seemed to get interested in any other person.

Never thought about getting married as n8r

as ever I knew.

So we lived there

for a number of years and then we moved to another location, rebuilt, and went
through the same process as before and we started a §b~e business.
sometimes six or eight shoemakers that made shoes.

We had

Well, we made the leather,

bought the sole leather and we didn't make the sole leather we just made the leather
for the tops of the shoes.

And he paid I think he paid them for an ordinary

six or eight inch shoe seventy-five cents and if you had to have a higher pair
of shoes than that then it cost a little more to get them made.
mad~shoes.

We sold hand

All shoes were made by hand, everything was done by hand.

We used

wooden pegs, flax thread, shoemaker's wax, everything of that kind of the old

~- 4

Mr. McQueen: type shoe and one pair of them would do you,outside farm working,
ordinary work would last you a year.

And they made women's shoes.

were real good mechanics, that is they were good shoemakers.
shoes, they only had one last.

Some of them

They'd make women's

They'd make a shoe that you wore on either foot.

You didn't have rights or lefts at that time for the women.

They wore home made

shoes made on a straight last.
Interviewer: What is a last?
Mr. McQueen:

That's a •• the form that you build the shoe around.

So we

ran that business until my father's health clear failed and he sold that.
up until that time I had gone to school every opportunity.

Well,

No school away from

home or anywhere except I went to a school - what they called a preparatory
school for teachers.

I think the old normal school at the county seat in

Sunnnersville was condemned and they couldn't ust it so we had school over the old
Alderson Hardware Store.
hardware store in 1906.

And I have a picture of the group we had over the old
So I taken the old uniform examination and got a certificate

to ·teach and taught one term and I didn't like it.

But during shortly after the

close of that school, my father passed .away and I was on my own.
over seventeen, I believe then about nineteen, I guess.

I was a little
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IJ This interview today is of Martha Elizia Maddox Goodall, who was born
June 22, 1899 in Mason County and the doctor that delivered her was Dr
of Ripley.

She was the second of three children and she's 74.

Parsons

The other person

that we're interviewing today is Charles Arch McQueen who was born May 5, 1887.
He's now 86 and he was born in Fayette County at Gauley Bridge.

Suppose you

start first of all by telling us something about your ancestors, relatives and
the way life was when you were a small girl.
Mrs. Goodall:

My grandfather and grandmother, .. my grandfather was born in

1850, my grandmother 1853 and they were married when he was 19 and she was 16.
They had six children, two boys died in infancy.
Interviewer: What did they die of?
Mrs. Goodall: Diptheria.
oldest.

And my mother was born in 1871 and she was the

She stayed at home and worked on the farm until she was ... my father

was a carpenter and came out there to do some carpenter work and they decided
they would get married so ...
Interviewer: How old were they when they got married?
Mrs. Goodall:
she.

She was 22 and he was 29.

He was about nine years older than

And a when they were married we had, they had three of us children and a

I went to a country school out there and a .. got my education in the country
schools.

A.. first I wanted to say my grandfather and grandmother were married

they had no furniture, they had no chairs to sit on,they didn't even have a cook
stove.

And a .. she a .. had they made split logs and put pegs in them to make

chairs and a .. they put a iron bar across the fireplace and made big hooks on it
and hung iron pots on there to cook their meals.

And she made her bread on the

hot coals with .. covered over with an iron skillet with a lid and she cooked for
boarders that built the first schoolhouse there in that community.

And that's

where I went to school and I .. when I was born that's where I went to school us
three kids went to school in the same schoolhouse.

And a .. the schoolhouse stands

yet today.
Interviewer:

How much did the borders pay her or do you remember?

Mrs. Goodall: Huh-uh.

So she cooked for these boarders until she got enough

money to buy her a cook stove and the11 when ...
Interviewer:
Mrs. Goodall:

How much did she pay for it?
I don't know.

couldn't be very much.

When she bought her a cook stove ... it

I imagine she could get a cook stove at that time for

fifteen or twenty dollars.

And a ... so.,. a .. when we got old enough we taken a

I

Mrs. Goodall:

janitor's job at the schoolhouse.

We a .. carried our

kindling wood and waded through snow knee deep to the schoolhouse which was
about a half mile up the hill and built the fires when we got there and rang
the bell, rang the old school bell and that told all the studnets around that
there was a fire built and there was somebody there.
Interviewer:
Mrs. Goodall:

So a ..

How much did they pay you Grandmother?
They paid, the pay was twelve dollars a year.

We had six

months school term and it was .. they gave us twelve dollars, which I turned over
to my parents whenever I got my money and they taken it and bought our winter
clothing with it and used it as they saw fit to use it.
Interviewer:
Mrs. Goodall:

And a ...

Who was your favorite teacher?
Oh .. I had a .. lot of good teachers but a .. I got a whippin

one time in school which I didn't deserve so .. we had a mischievious boy in our
room and he a .. he threw a paper was over at me and the boys sit on one side of
the schoolhouse and the girls on the other and he throwed a paper wad over at
me and I picked it up and throwed it back at him and the teacher caught me and
he didn't catch him so we both got a whippin.
Interviewer:
Mrs. Goodall:

Was it a man or a woman teacher?
It was a man teacher and I always held that against him cause

I didn't think I should been

whipped for that.

Interviewer:

Where did the teacher live? Did he live with the parents?

Mrs. Goodall:

He lived .. teacher lived yea he a .. teacher lived with his

parents close by.
Interviewer:
Mrs. Goodall:

And a .. a ..
What did you do for your lunch?
We carried our lunch .

We packed our lunch, carried it.

times we's have .. a whatever my mother had in the house to eat.

Some -

Sometimes she'd

a .. she always made hot biscuits and sometimes she's put butter on the biscuits
and sometimes we'd have jelly on our biscuits and sometimes we'd have brown
sugar and sometimes we'd have whatever was in the house to eat.

And it was in

the winter we always had our meat and we always had plenty to eat.
Interviewer:

Didn't you say you used to carry your lunches in lard buckets?

Mrs. Goodall:

Yeah, we carried our lunches in a paper bag and when we got

a little older we had little buckets with a little pie rack on the top of it in
case we was lucky enough to get a piece of pie to take with us.
Interviewer:
Mrs. Goodall:

And a ..

What was your Christmas like?
Well a .. our Christmas wasn't like it is today.

When Christmas

time come we a .. we all hung up our stockings at night on the mantel and we

Mrs. Goodall:

couldn't wait till we could get up the neX,t morning to see

what we'd get in our stockings.
raisins.

And usually it was an orange and a little box of

And that was our Christmas, what we got in our stockings.

Interviewer:

What did you get for Christmas Mr. McQueen, anything other

than that?
Mr. McQueen:

Oh .. I don't remember when I was a kid what I got.

Interviewer:

What was the favorite present that you ever got,Grandmother?

Mrs. Goodall:

Well,they bought us clothes for Christmas.

They went to

Ripley and bought us a new coat and .. our coats and shoes and a .. they tr{ed to
dress as warm and a .. my mother she knitted all our stockings and our clothes,
our gloves and our toboggans and our scarves and she made all our clothes and ..
except coats and shoes-things like that we had.

We raised turkeys in the fall

and that helped pay our .... hauled walnuts and that helped pay for our winter
clot hes and a ..
Interviewer:

Didn't you get any toys for Christmas?

Mrs. Goodall:

We didn't get no toys for Christmas.

That was a .. there was

no money at that time and we was raised in a very, very poor home ... we had
a good Christian home.

We went a .. to church twice on Sunday.

Went on Sunday

morning, we went to Sunday school and church in the evening we went to church.
Through the week we had to work real hard cept when we was in school.

When we

came home from school why then we had to help do the,,.the evening chores such
as milking and a .. feeding the chickens and helping around the house .. whatever
there was to do.
Interviewer: How did you get to church?
Mrs. Goodall:

We had to walk to church.

We had a .. no transp9rtation, just

walk ... walk to church and church was about a mile away.

So a .. we a .. walked to

church and a .. of course it was our way of life, we didn't think anything about it.
though it was the finest arrangements that could be made at that time.
Interviewer:

Did you have a regular preacher?

Mrs. Goodall: Yes, we had a circuit rider ... what they called circuit riders
and he'd preach and he had several churches and he'd come to our church about
once a month .... he'd get around to our church about once a month.
Interviewer:
Mrs. Goodall:

What'd you do the rest of the time just have someone else?
Someone else would lead the singing and the Sunday school

and a .. things like that.
Interviewer:

Was it a baptist church?

Mrs. Goodall:
formed into a

No,it was a United Brethren Church which now is the .. is the ...

methodist .. United Methodist they call them now.

Interviewer:

And this you're talking about now is the place you were born

is where you're going to church or did you have toge very far to go to church?
Mrs. Goodall:
go through

About a mile.We had to climb the hill and climb fences and a ..

the snow.

Interviewer:

Never got too bad for us to go to church.

Did you have prayer meeting on Wednesday?

Mrs. Goodall:

Yell, sometimes we didn't get to prayer meeting during the

week though because we had to go to school and we had to a ... had to stay and
get our lessons and a .. study a little bit and ...
Interviewer:

Was your father born in the same place that you were born or ... ?

Mrs. Goodall:

My father was born in Kenna, W. Va.

Did I tell about him?

Interviewer: No.
Mrs. Goodall:

He was born in 18~2 and a .. he was born the morning that General

Loring left Charleston with his army during the Civil Was and they was marching
on foot through to the Ohio River at Marietta and then they would get river a ..
accomodations there.

I mean they would load boats up with the troops and every-

thing and the morning my father was born General Loring went down a past the house
leading his troops and my grandmother said we'll name my father Loring for General
Loring that went down leading his troops down past the house.
Interviewer:
Mrs. Goodall:
Interviewer:

And that was the Civil War?
The Civil War.
Don't you have some money that we used to a . . that your great-

great grandfather had from the Revolutionary War?
Mrs. Goodall:
Revolutionary War.
Mr. McQueen:
Mrs. Goodall:

From my great grandfather, he was in the .. I guess it was the
He was over in France ...
No, no.
Somewhere .. he anyway he brought back some, I've got some coins

dated back as far as 1700's and some so a ... I have them in safe keeping so ...
Interviewer:
Mrs. Goodall:

What side, was your father in the Civil War?
My father never went to service

He was never,was never was in the service.
and barns and that was his vocation in life.
little bit money we had.

~§ii.

He missed each time.

He was a carpenter and he built houses
He .. that"s the way he made what

He'd work a~ay from home and build barns and houses

and he didn't get hardly anyt~ing at that time but then that's the way we had
what money we had was when he worked away from home.

Interviewer:
Mrs. Goodall:
Interviewer:
Mrs. Goodall:

Did he split shingles and things like that?
No. He didn't do that .
How did he meet your mother?
He came over to a .. they're doing carpenter work, he I think

he was a working on the ...
Interviewer:
Mrs. Goodall:
Interviewer:
Mrs. Goodall:

He came to your mother's mother's house?
Un- huh.
Your grandmother's house?
I think he was working on the schoolhouse.

Now when a ..

as well as I can remember he was working on the schoolhouse with these men that
boarded at my grandmother's.
too early in life.

And the .. no .. I don't think that's right.

I don't think that's right.

That's

But anyhow he did carpentry

work and he met my_mother from working around building houses for people and
barns and things like that and they was married when he was 29 and she was 22 I
think and she didn't know whether she ought to get married or not at that age.
Shw thought she was too young.

She went and asked her father and what he thought

about her getting married and he said well ... said you're 22 years old and Loring
is a good man and if you love him he said I don't think you could beat .. I dont't
think you could find a better husband.
Interviewer:
Mrs. Goodall:

Did he build their house that they lived in?
Huh-uh.

The house you .. he built us a new home he .. when we

went to housekeeping we went to housekeeping in a log house.

An old log house and

he repaired it up and we lived there for a while and then later in years he
built us a new house.
passed away .

And not very long afger he built the new house till he

He died in 1912, February 12, 1912.

Interviewer:
Mrs. Goodall:

What did you all raise on your farm that you all lived on?
We raised everything we had to eat on the farm.

bought anything except our sugar and coffee and our flour.
buy, we raised everything else.

We never

That's all we had to

We put up all of our fruit, vegetables and every-

thing and I've done everything anybody could think about doing on the farm.

I've

hoed corn and shocked wheat, cradled wheat and the only thing I ever did not do
on the farm was plbw.

I never did plow.

So we raised .. in the fall we's gather

black walnuts and we'd hitch up our horse to an ol drag and we'd pull the walnuts
on the ground and drag the ol hulls off of um and then we'd have to pick em,
out of the hulls with our fingers and then we'd lay them out to dry and then
we'd take em to market and sell em which we didn't get very much for but we did
everything we could to make a few dollars cause a .. we was poor farmers and when
my dad died well then of course we had to make it the best way we could.

But

Mrs, Goodall: we never went hungry that's one thing. we always had plenty
to eat on our table and we always managed to have plenty to eat.
Interviewer:

Did you

Mrs. Goodall:

r3.,, 0

all can things?

Canned everything.

jams and canned everything in season.

Picked blackberries and made jellies and
And all through the summer and worked in

the fields too.
Interviewer:

Didn't pressure can though did you Grandmother?

Mrs. Goodall:
Interviewer:

No.
Just how did you all do that?

Mrs. Goodall:

We just cooked open canner and we had two or three cows all

the time and we raised a .. my grandfather had sheep and lambs and sometimes he'd
a .. mother sheep would have a lamb she'd disown and when she did he'd give it to
us children and we'd raise it on the bottle and we'd raise these lambs until
they got so big you'd have to put them on the other side of the fence to keep
from knocking us down when we'd go to feed em.
Interviewer:

Did you use the wool off of theM?
No, we had to sell them.

Mrs. Goodall:
had.

We made pets out of everything we

We had pet chicken, we had chickens and everything .. and everything we had

we made a pet out of and we had to sell this .. a these a lambs he gave us.

And

it broke our hearts to see them go to market but we had to setl cause we couldn't
keep them any longer.
Interviewer:

Didn't your grandmother weave from the wool?

Mrs. Goodall:

Yell, my grandmother in the early days when they first went

to housekeeping she had .. she got her a loom she made all their bed clothes, all
their blankets and all their clothing they wore, all their underwear and all their
things from weaving.

She'd spin the yarn from the wool and she'd do all this

weaving ... fact is I've got a blanket that she wove and that's been years and years
ago.

A hundred years ago or more and a ..
Interviewer:
Mrs. Goodall:
Interviewer:
Mrs. Goodall:

What did you hate to do the most on your farm?
Get up in the morning.
What about tobacco,

I was always tired and sleepy.

Did you raise tobacco?

Yell, my grandfather raised tobacco.

We had to help him too.

We had to go up there and hilp him to take the suckers off the tobacco and
those big ol worms would get on the tobacco and we'd have to pull them off and
kill them.
Interviewer:
Mrs. Goodall:

How'd you kill em?
They want to know how'd we kill em?

Well, sometimes we

just twisted their heads off and sometimes we'd hit them in between rocks.
grandfather had three big orchards.
orchard, two big apple orchards.

My

He had a great big peach orchard, big apple

One was .. had a lot of /eet apples and plums

Mrs. Goodall: and quinces and all kind of fruit and we had to work in that
fruit get to market and then come the time to be shipped.
Interviewer: Did you ever make cider?
Mrs. Goodall: Yea, he had a big cider mill, us kids would a .. on Saturday
evening would a .. when our work was done for the week we'd a .. got to the orchard
and pick up apples, carry em up the hill and make our cider.
Interviewer:
Mrs. Goodall:

How'd she make cider or can you remember?
We'd grind the apples, put them through his press and the

cider would come out and we'd have to strain it and buddy it was really potent.
Interviewer:
Mrs. Goodall:

Didi~ make hard cider?
Yeh, it would if you let it set long enough but he'd never let

us drink it.
Interviewer:
Mrs. Goodall:

Did you ever sneak any?
No, we was always good to mind.

Always listened to what

he had to say after our father died he was the only father we had and we always
listened to what he told us and what he said because he was a good man and never
told us anything wrong.
Interviewer:
Mrs. Goodall:

Did you make cottage cheese and things lile that?
Made all kinds of cottage cheese and later in years when a ..

we had all the cows they brought them a cream separater and we had to separate,,
I had to go help them milk these cows .. six or eight cows and take the milk to
the house and separate it.
of buckets of milk.

We just get between a pint and a quart of cream out

And then they sold the cream and then we poured the ol

"blue john"milk into the hogs.
Interviewer:
Mrs. Goodall:
Interviewer:
Mrs. Goodall:

What's the "blue john" milk?
That's cream taken out of it.
How did they make the cottage cheese now?
They made the cottage cheese out of skim milk.

They take

they· set the milk in big crocks and take the cream off it and pour this milk
in a big pan,put it on the back of the stove and let it heat just a little bit.
And then it would all curd up and then they's strain it.

Strain it and then mix

it with cream and a .. made delicious cottage cheese something you cann't get
now a days.

Interviewer:
Mrs. Goodall:

How did they care for the meat on a farm?
When they killed the meat in the fall my ~randfather ~lways

killed the meat hogs and somethimes he'd kill a beef and then he'd salt the hams
and shoulders and everything down the sidemeat.
he'd smoke it.

And later earlier in the spring

Then we had a little smokehouse and the kids would have to help
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Mrs. Goodall: take care of the fire to keep it from blazing. If the fire
blazed then the meat wouldn't smoke. Had to keep water throwed on it so it would
just amoke, wouldn't blaze.
Interviewer:
Mrs. Goodall:

How long did it take to smoke it?
It took several days to smoke it and hickory smoke hams and

oh boy was they ever good.
Interviewer:
Mrs. Goodall:

Did you ever can any of it?
Not hams,we canned beefs later on in years.

real prosperous farmers after starting out the way they did.

They got to be

But they got to

be real prosperous farmers and they had everything.
Interviewer:
Mrs. Goodall:

Did they ever have any help?
Yes, he had hired help sometimes but us kids, he always

called on us to help him and we was always ready because we always loved them so
much.
Interviewer:
Mrs. Goodall:

Did they not have a housekeeper at one time?
Yell, they had a hired girl to help my grandmother and in the

kitchen cause she couldn't keep up with all the cookin and the things and all
the housework and washing and all the things she to do.
Interviewer:

Grandmother, tell about some of the remedies that you all

had back ..
Mrs. Goodall:

When the children got sick at home we didn't have a doctor

any closer than Ripley.

That was about fifteen miles away and he had to ride

horseback it would take him all day and nearly all night to get there.
mother made her own remedies.

So my

She when we had a bad cold she would put onion

polices on us and grease the bottom of our feet and make us sit with our ~eet
in hot water and a .. put us to bed and keep us in bed for ... and just doctored
us herself.
Interviewer:

Did you ever have to wear one of those bags around your neck?

Mrs. Goodall:

We had to wear when we went to school to keep from catching

diseases that we often was circulating around in school,we had to wear an
asafetida bag.
Interviewer:
Mrs. Goodall:

What was in the bag?
Asafetida.

Interviewer:

What's asafetida?

Mr. McQueen:

Stinkenest darn stuff.

Mrs. Goodall:

Is it an herb or .. ?

Asafetida is something you put around your neck curbed ..

supposed to curb diseases.

It's the awfullest thing to wear.

They took .. put

it up in little bags and put it around your neck and you had to wear it at all
times.

School and everywhere you went.

Interviewer:

Did you grow that stuff?

Mrs. Goodall:

No, no they bought it.

Interviewer:

Did you make your own soap?

Mrs. Goodall:

Sometimes we made our own soap, sometimes we bought the

soap.
Interviewer:

Do you remember how to make it?

Mrs. Goodall:

Yes I know exactly how to make it.

You use lye and you make

your lye out of ashes and use lye and boric acid.
Mr. McQueen:

Just plain boric.

Mrs. Goodall:

I mean boric instead of boric acid.

Just plain boric and

we made our soap and when we got it all made we cut it into cakes and laid it
on the shelf to dry.

And red seed lye .. we put red seed lye in it to cut the

dirt and everything.
Interviewer:

Was there any grease in it?

Mrs. Goodall: Yell, we put grease in it.
Interviewer:

What kind of grease?

Mrs. Goodall: We had to save our ... any kind of grease and it couldn'.t
have salt in it.

Any kind of grease .. tallow that's from the beef and any

kind of grease we could use.
Interviewer:
Mrs. Goodall:

What kind of books did you have?
We had the old McGuffy books, old McGuffy readers and a ...

up to the sixth reader and one particular thing we always liked and laughed
about was the Pert Chicken in the third reader.
like to ..

The Pert Cfuicken he .. and I'd

There are several favorite poems in this third reader that I liked

real but the one I think that's kind of outstanding is the Pert Chicken.
was a ... he thought he ruled everything in the farmyard.
There was once a pretty chicken;
But his friends were very few,
For he thought that there was nothing
In the world but what he knew:
So he always, in the farmyard,
Had a very forward way,
Telling all the hens and turkeys
What they ought to do and say.
"Mrs. Goose," he said, "I wonder
That your goslings you should let
Go out paddling in the water;
It will kill them to get wet."
"I wish, my old Aunt Dorking,"
He began to her, one day,
"That you wouldn't sit all summer
In your nest upon the hay.

The story goes . .

He

Mrs. Goodall:

Won't you come out to the meadow,

Where the grass with seeds is filled?"
"If I should," said Mrs. Darking,
"Then my eggs would all get chilled."
"No, they won't," replied the chicken,
"And no matter if they do;
Eggs are really good for nothing;
What's an egg to me or you?"
"What's an egg?" said Mrs. Darking,
"Can it be you do not know
You yourself were in an eggshell
Just one little month ago?
And, if kind wings had not warmed you,
You would not be out to-day,
Telling hens, and geese, and turkeys,
What they ought to do and say.
"To be very wise, and show it,
Is a pleasant thing, no doubt;
But, when young folks talk to old folks,
They should know what they're about."
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Interviewer:

Mr. McQueen tell us something about you early childhood.

Mr. McQueen:

Well, I can't give you very much of a description of that.

My mother passed away when I was about a year and a half possibly two years old.
I lived with a family for a time at Malden.

My father was away working.

I

don't know where possibly around Gauley Bridge at that time and I lived down
there for a time at Malden and my Grandfather on my mother's side came and took
me to Nicholaus County.
just don't remember that.

So I lived with them for possibly

I

Then my father went to Webster County and started a

business and took me to Webster County.

He was a tanner.

by trade in fact he was a jack of all trades.
before him.

a year or two.

We, he rather, was a tanner.

hides as they came off the animals.

He was a tanner

He could do anything that came

He started from scratch with the oeef

I as a little codger watched him,after

I got old enought he built us a home and we sent to nbatching".

And in the course

of that we had a lumber camp cook, old man Joe Durman and his wife that cooked
at the lumber camps up in the head of Williams River and on Gauley and the old
mill came into Camden Gauley.

Well, they in the winter up there when you were

in the back woods you stayed there until spring.

Well, he got out of there and

came down, he and his wife and lived with us during the winter.

She did the

cooking and ol Uncle Joe which we called him, he just stayed around.

He did

odd jobs of one kind or another.
Mrs. Goodall:
Mr. McQueen:

Tell about the snakes.
Oh, well now don't get sneaky.

So Dad was always doing

something just a little different from anybody else, so he decided _he was gonna
pick up some novelties and went in the summertime he would go to the mountains
and catch rattlesnakes, tan their hides.

And at that time Webster Springs

was quite a health resort due to the soft sulphur water up there.
that was a great treat.

They thought

Well, they would come in by that time they had the

railroad from Clarksburg into Camden on Gauley so they come to Cowen and they
would go up there and . live at the what they would call the "big hotel."

And

a •• Dad would call a bunch of rattlesnakes hides and take them up there and sell
them for souvenirs.

In fact I have one now he tanned on about 1905, that was

made into a belt and went through the San Francisco earthquake and finally wound
up in Spokan, Washington and a friend,a boyhood friend of mine, when I was just
a little codger, he got a hold of it and he wrote to his father and told him
he had something that he knew I would like to have.

And that was possibly oh

I don't remember when the old gentleman died but anyway it must have been in
the •• in the S0's or 40's.

So he mailed him the snake hide that my father had

given to a niece and she had given it to somebody in San Francisco since we had
relatives out there and I don't know how Mr. Fitzwater got a hold of it.

His

Mr. McQueen:

name was Escar, he was a few years older than I am.

was in the .•• that's what Dad had given to Hattie Raider.

I

So I have it yet and

I also have some other little trinkets that I value rather highly.

But we lived

together at the Glades and I went down to another part of Nicholaus County
around Buchsgarden Creek and lived with an aunt, my father's sister that married
Allen Raider.

I lived there for a summer or two and also lived with another

Raider family there on the same hollow and went to school down there.
first school I went to was at Bert's River and I got a lickin.
lickin I ever got in school.

But the

That's the first

But it scared me to death, it didn't hurt me any

but scared the tar out of me.

Well, I after school closed then we went back up

to Webster and we lived there for a time and I kinda got things crossed up a
little here but anyway we stopped on the way we were going up there to "batch"
again and I had a cousin that was a physician.

He was located at Bert'sRiver.

He married a girl from Bert's River and he looated
now where I quit.

there.

Well, I don't know

I was telling about my physician, my first cousin who was

the son of my father's brother and a •• when the school term ended my father came
to get me and take me to Webster and as I was going away from Bert's River, my
cousin gave me five dimes.

I was about six years old at that time I guess and

a •• we stopped at a country store on the ~ay between Bert's River and Cowen and
a •• we bought a few chickens so we'd have our eggs and a •• that flock had two
what was known a frizzly chickens,instead of their feathers pointing toward the
back end of the chicken, they pointed toward the head.
people seen those.

I never saw but two or three myslef.

There's not very many
Those two hens

they

took my ~ye and I paid twenty-five cents apiece for those two frizzly chickens and
I took them home.

Now that was the apple of my eye at that time and a curiousity

for everyone else who came along.
don't remember.

So we lived there for a few years I just

I went to about three different schools, two different schools

up there I guess.

They built a new school down close to where we lived and I

went to school there and a during that winter my dad was butchering

quite a

lot of meat for the mill at Canden and the hotel at Canden and anyone else who
wanted some meat.
Durman.

So that was during the time Uncle Joe was .with us,Vncle Joe

Well, Uncle Joe brought the gun out for him to shoot the beef and he

put one shell in the gun and carried another extra one in his hand.

Well, he

gave them both to Dad and he shot the beef with the one he had in the gun and
just slipped the other one into the gun.
that gun to the house.
to carry that gun.
to

snap the gun.

Well, I my a .• joy was to get to carry

Didn't care about carrying anything else I just wanted

And on the way down of course, I was always cautioned not
Well, that didn't go too far.

I'd have to snap that gun a

Mr. McQueen: time or two before I'd get to the house. Well, this time
I snapped the gun.a time or two, I don't remembe r , whether it was once or
twice but nothing happened so just as we wer going onto the porch going into
the house I thought well this is the last snap for tonight so I took another pop
at it.

I snapped it again --shot a hole through my foot.

foot, lodged in my boot sole.

I was wearing those little red top boots they had

for kids about my size at that time.

So I squealed, of course, like a pig and

the neighbor hear me and he got to me before Dad did.
too gig of a hurry.

Shot clear through my'

Dad didn't seem to be in

But Uncle Joe got to me pretty soon and he helped me into

the house with bullet hole in my foot and I .• we never had a doctor.

Didn't

have anybody except Dad and Uncle Joe and the neighbor Bill Hollistor.
I remember I got along alright.

So they

I didn't faint or anything til they got a

knitting needle and ran that through that bullet hole to make sure that bullet
wasn't in the foot.

Well, it wasn't in there .

So I think I blacked out about that time.

It was in the sole of the boot.

About the time that needle went through.

But anyway I got along alright and Dad made me a crutch and I lost maybe a couple
of days of school.
a shoe on again.
school.

I went to school on a crutch til my foot got so I could put
So I finished up school there and after that I

they had summer

We had an old lady that taught a . summer school and there was a lot of

youngste~s that went to school.

So we.".I went to that school and I went to another

school but I never a •• maybe a couple of terms.

I think there was summer school

only was about six or six and a half weeks or something like that.

But later

on when I was about 12 years old I'd lived in different families here and there
and I had a mother everyplace I lived.

I had at least a half a dozen or more

mothers in the neighborhood that took they all looked after Charlie.
my father started another tannery.

So, I •.

The other one blew out, nobody was doing

anything in that line so he atarted c hat up again at Hookersville.

And we

lived with a family there, paind board until we got a house built and we went
back to "batching" .

And he never seemed to get interested in any other person.

Never thought about getting married as far

as ever I knew.

So we lived there

for a number of years and then we moved to another location, rebuilt, and went
through the same process as before and we started a ehoe business.
sometimes six or eight shoemakers that made shoes.

We had

Weil, we made the leather,

bought the sole leather and we didn't make the sole leather we just made the leather
for the tops of the shoes.

And he paid I think he paid them for an ordinary

six or eight inch shoe seventy- five cents and if you had to have a higher pair
of shoes than that then it cost a little more to get them made.
mad shoes.

We sold hand

All shoes were made by hand, everything was done by hand.

We used

wooden pegs, flax thread, shoemaker's wax, everything of that kind of the old

Mr. McQueen: type shoe and one pair of them would do you,outside farm working,
ordinary work would last you a year.

And they made women's shoes.

were real good mechanics, that is they were good shoemakers.
shoes, they only had one last.

Some of them

They'd make women's

They'd make a shoe that you wore on either foot.

You didn't have rights or lefts at that time for the women.

They wore home made

shoes made on a straight last.
Interviewer: What is a last?
Mr. McQueen:

That's a •• the form that you build the shoe around.

So we

ran that business until my father's health clear failed and he sold that.
up until that time I had gone to school every opportunity.

Well,

No school away from

home or anywhere except I went to a school-what they called a preparatory
school for ,teachers.

I think the old normal school at the county seat in

Summersville was condemned and they couldn't us it so we had school over the old
Alderson Hardware Store.
hardware store in 1906.

And I have a picture of the group we had over the old
So I taken the old uniform examination and got a certificate

to teach and taught one term and I didn't like it.

But during shortly after the

close of that school, my father passed .away and I was on my own.
over seventeen, I believe then about nineteen, I guess.

I was a little

This interview today is of Martha Elizia Maddox Goodall, who was born
June 22, 1899 in Mason County and the doctor that delivered her was Dr
of Ripley.

She was the second of three children and she's 74.

Parsons

The other person

that we're interviewing today is Charles Arch McQueen who was born May 5, 1887.
'

He's now 86 and he was born in Fayette County at Gauley Bridge.

Suppose you

start first of all by telling us something about your ancestors, relatives and
the way life was when you were a small girl.
Mrs. Goodall:

My grandfather and grandmother, .. my grandfather was born in

1850, my grandmother 1853 and they were married when he was 19 and she was 16.
They had six children, two boys died in infancy.
Interviewer: What did they die of?
Mrs. Goodall: Diptheria.
oldest.

And my mother was born in 1871 and she was the

She stayed at home and worked on the farm until she was ... my father

was a carpenter and came out there to do some carpenter work and they decided
they would get married so ...
Interviewer: How old were they when they got married?
Mrs. Goodall:
she.

She was 22 and he was 29.

He was about nine years older than

And a when they were married we had, they had three of us children and a

I went to a country school out there and a .. got my education in the country
schools.

A.. first I wanted to say my grandfather and grandmother were married

they had no furniture, they had no chairs to sit on,they didn't even have a cook
stove.

And a .. she a .. had they made split logs and put pegs in them to make

chairs and a .. they put a iron bar across the fireplace and made big hooks on it
and hung iron pots on there to cook their meals.

And she made her bread on the

hot coals with .. covered over with an iron skillet with a lid and she cooked for
boarders that built the first schoolhouse there in that community.

And that's

where I went to school and I .. when I was born that's where I went to school us
three kids went to school in the same schoolhouse.

And a .. the schoolhouse stands

yet today.
Interviewer:

How much did the borders pay her or do you remember?

Mrs. Goodall: Huh-uh.

So she cooked for these boarders until she got enough

money to buy her a cook stove and the when ...
Interviewer:
Mrs. Goodall:

How much did she pay for it?
I don't know.

couldn't be very much.

When she bought her a cook stove ... it

I imagine she could get a cook stove at that time for

fifteen or twenty dollars.

And a ... so~a,.when we got old enough we taken a

Mrs. Goodall:

janitor's job at the schoolhouse.

We a .. carried our

kindling wood and waded through snow knee deep to the schoolhouse which was
about a half mile up the hill and built the fires when we got there and rang
the bell, rang the old school bell and that told all the studnets around that
there was a fire built and there was somebody there.
Interviewer:
Mrs. Goodall:

So a ..

How much did they pay you Grandmother?
They paid, the pay was twelve dollars a year.

We had six

months school term and it was .. they gave us twelve dollars, which I turned over
to my parents whenever I got my money and they taken it and bought our winter
clothing with it and used it as they saw fit to use it.
Interviewer:
Mrs. Goodall:

And a ...

Who was your favorite teacher?
Oh •• I had a .. lot of good teachers but a .. I got a whippin

one time in school which I didn't deserve so .. we had a mischievious boy in our
room and he a .. he threw a paper was over at me and the boys sit on one side of
the schoolhouse and the girls on the other and he throwed a paper wad over at
me and I picked it up and throwed it back at him and the teacher caught me and
he didn't catch him so we both got a whippin.
Interviewer:
Mrs. Goodall:

Was it a man or a woman teacher?
It was a man teach~r and I always held that against him cause

I didn't think I should been
, Interviewer:
Mrs. Goodall:
parents close by.
Interviewer:
Mrs. Goodall:

whipped for that.

Where did the teacher live? Did he live with the parents?
He lived .. teacher lived yea he a .. teacher lived with his
And a .. a ..
What did you do for your lunch?
We carried our lunch.

We packed our lunch, carried it.

times we's have .. a whatever my mother had in the house to eat.

Some -

Sometimes she'd

a .. she always made hot biscuits and sometimes she's put butter on the biscuits
and sometimes we'd have jelly on our biscuits and sometimes we'd have brown
sugar and sometimes we'd have whatever was in the house to eat.

And it was in

the winter we always had our meat and we always had plenty to eat.
Interviewer:

Didn't you say you used to carry your lunches in lard buckets?

Mrs. Goodall:

Yeah, we carried our lunches in a paper bag and when we got

a little older we had little buckets with a little pie rack on the top of it in
case we was lucky enough to get a piece of pie to take with us.
Interviewer:
Mrs. Goodall:

And a ..

What was your Christmas like?
Well a .. our Christmas wasn't like it is today.

When Christmas

time come we a .. we all hung up our stockings at night on the mantel and we

Mrs. Goodall:

couldn't wait till we could get up the nex t morning to see

what we'd get in our stockings.
raisins.

And usually it was an orange and a little box of

And that was our Christmas, what we got in our stockings.

Interviewer:

What did you get for Christmas Mr. McQueen, anything other

than that?
Mr. McQueen:

Oh .. I don't remember when I was a kid what I got.

Interviewer:

What was the favorite present that you ever got,Grandmother?

Mrs. Goodall:

Well,they bought us clothes for Christmas.

They went to

Ripley and bought us a new coat and .. our coats and shoes and a .. they tried to
dress as warm and a .. my mother she knitted all our stockings and our clothes,
our gloves and our toboggans and our scarves and she made all our clothes and ..
except coats and shoes - tg i ngs like that we had.

We raised turkeys in the fall

and that helped pay our .... hauled walnuts and that helped pay for our winter
clothes and a ..
Interviewer:

Didn't you get any toys for Christmas?

Mrs. Goodall:

We didn't get no toys for Christmas.

That was a .. there was

no money at that time and we was raised in a very, very poor home ... we had
a good Christian home.

We went a .. to church twice on Sunday.

Went on Sunday

morning, we went to Sunday school and church in the evening we went to church.
Through the week we had to work real hard cept when we was in school.

When we

came home from school why then we had to help do the,,.the evening chores such
as milking and a .. feeding the chickens and helping around the house .. whatever
there was to do.
Interviewer: How did you get to church?
Mrs. Goodall:

We had to walk to church.

We had a .. no transportation, just

walk ... walk to church and church was about a mile away.

So

a . . we

a .. walked to

church and a .. of course it was our way of life, we didn't think anything about it.
though it was the finest arrangements that could be made at that time.
Interviewer:

Did you have a regular preacher?

Mrs. Goodall: Yes, we had a circuit rider ... what they called circuit riders
and he'd preach and he had several churches and he'd come to our church about
once a month .... he'd get around to our church about once a month.
Interviewer:
Mrs. Goodall:

What'd you do the rest of the time just have someone else?
Someone else would lead the singing and the Sunday school

and a .. things like that.
Interviewer:

Was it a baptist church?

Mrs. Goodall:
formed into a

No . it was a United Brethren Church which now is the .. is the ...

methodist .. United Methodist they call them now.

Interviewer:

And this you're talking about now is the place you were born

is where you're going to church or did you have toge very far to go to church?
Mrs. Goodall:
go through

About a mile.We had to climb the hill and climb fences and a ..

the snow.

Interviewer:

Never got too bad for us to go to church.

Did you have prayer meeting on Wednesday?

Mrs. Goodall:

Yell, sometimes we didn't get to prayer meeting during the

week though because we had to go to school and we had to a ... had to stay and
get our lessons and a .. study a little bit and ...
Interviewer:

Was your father born in the same place that you were born or ... ?

Mrs. Goodall:

My father was born in Kenna, W. Va.

Did I tell about him?

Interviewer: No.
Mrs. Goodall:

He was born in 18~2 and a .. he was born the morning that General

Loring left Charleston with his army during the Civil Was and they was marching
on foot through to the Ohio River at Marietta and then they would get river a ..
accomodations there.

I mean they would load boats up with the troops and every-

thing and the morning my father was born General Loring went down a past the house
leading his troops and my grandmother said we'll name my father Loring for General
Loring that went down leading his troops down past the house.
Interviewer:
Mrs. Goodall:
Interviewer:

And that was the Civil War?
The Civil War.
Don't you have some money that we used to a .. that your great-

great grandfather had from the Revolutionary War?
Mrs. Goodall:
Revolutionary War.
Mr. McQueen:
Mrs. Goodall:

From my great grandfather, he was in the .. I guess it was the
He was over in France ...
No, no.
Somewhere .. he anyway he brought back some, I've got some coins

dated back as far as 1700's and some so
Interviewer:
Mrs. Goodall:

a ... I

have them in safe keeping so ...

What side, was your father in the Civil War?
My father never went to service a tall.

He was never,was never was in the service.
and barns and that was his vocation in life.
little bit money we had.

He missed each time.

He was a carpenter and he built houses
He .. that"s the way he made what

He'd work away from home and build barns and houses

and he didn't get hardly anything at tgat time but then that's the way we had
what money we had was when he worked away from home.

Interviewer:
Mrs. Goodall:
Interviewer:
Mrs. Goodall:

Did he split shingles and things like that?
No. He didn't do that.
How did he meet your mother?
He came over to a .. they're doing carpenter work, he I think

he was a working on the ...
Interviewer:
Mrs. Goodall:
Interviewer~
Mrs. Goodall:

He came to your mother's mother's house?
Un- huh.
Your grandmother's house?
I think he was working on the schoolhouse.

Now when a ..

as well as I can remember he was working on the schoolhouse with these men that
boarded at my grandmother's.
too early in life.

And the .. no .. I don't think that's right.

I don't think that's right.

That's

But anyhow he did carpentry

work and he met my mother from working around building houses for people and
barns and things like that and they was married when he was 29 and she was 22 I
think and she didn't know whether she ought to get married or not at that age.
Shw thought she was too young.

She went and asked her father and what he thought

about her getting married and he said well ... said you're 22 years old and Loring
is a good man and if you love him he said I don't think you could beat .. I dont't
think you could find a better husband.
Interviewer:
Mrs. Goodall:

Did he build their house that they lived in?
Huh - uh.

The house you .. he built us a new home he .. when we

went to housekeeping we went to housekeeping in a log house.

An old log house and

he repaired it up and we lived there for a while and then later in years he
built us a new house.
passed away.

And not very long ~fger he built the new house till he

He died in 1912, February 12, 1912.

Interviewer:
Mrs. Goodall:

What did you all raise on your farm that you all lived on?
We raised everything we had to eat on the farm.

bought anything except our sugar and coffee and our flour.
buy, we raised everything else.

We never

rhat's all we had to

We put up all of our fruit, vegetables and every-

thing and I've done everything anybody could think about doing on the farm.

I've

hoed corn and shocked wheat, cradled wheat and the only thing I ever did not do
on the farm was

plow.

I never did plow.

So we raised .. in the fall we's gather

black walnuts and we'd hitch up our horse to an ol drag and we'd pull the walnuts
on the ground and drag the ol hulls off of um and then we'd have to pick em,
out of the hulls with our fingers and then we'd lay them out to dry and then
we'd take em to market and sell em which we didn't get very much for but we did
everything we could to . make a few dollars cause a .. we was poor farmers and when
my dad died well then of course we had to make it the best way we could.

But

Mrs . Goodall; we never went hungry that's one thing. we always had plenty
to eat on our table and we always managed to have plenty to eat.
Interviewer:

Did you

Mrs. Goodall:

all can things?

Canned everything.

jams and canned everything in season.

Picked blackberries and made jellies and
And all through the summer and worked in

the fields too.
Interviewer:

Didn't pressure can though did you Grandmother?

Mrs. Goodall:
Interviewer:

No.
Just how did you all do that?

Mrs. Goodall:

We just cooked open canner and we had two or three cows all

the time and we raised a .• my grandfather had sheep and lambs and sometimes he'd
a .. mother sheep would have a lamb she'd disown and when she did he'd give it to
us children and we'd raise it on the bottle and we'd raise these lambs until
they got so big you'd have to put them on the other side of the fence to keep
from knocking us down when we'd go to feed em.
Interviewer:

Did you use the wool off of theM?

Mrs. Goodall:
had.

No, we had to sell them.

We made pets out of everything we

We had pet chicken, we had chickens and everything .. and everything we had

we made a pet out of and we had to sell this .. a these a lambs he gave us.

And

it broke our hearts to see them go to market but we had to seel cause we couldn't
keep them any longer.
Interviewer:

Didn't your grandmother weave from the wool?

Mrs. Goodall:

Yell, my grandmother in the early days when they first went

to housekeeping she had .. she got her a loom she made all their bed clothes, all
their blankets and all their clothing they wore, all their underwear and all their
things from weaving.

She'd spin the yarn from the wool and she'd do all this

weaving ... fact is I've got a blanket that she wove and that's been years and years
ago.

A hundred years ago or more and a ..

Interviewer:
Mrs. Goodall:
Interviewer:
Mrs. Goodall:

What did you hate to do the most on your farm?
Get up in the morning.
What about tobacco,

I was always tired and sleepy.

Did you raise tobacco?

Yell, my grandfather raised tobacco.

We had to help him too.

We had to go up there and help him to take the suckers off the tobacco and
those big ol worms would get on the tobacco and we'd have to pull them off and
kill them.
Interviewer:
Mrs. Goodall:

How'd you kill em?
They want to know how'd we kill em?

Well, sometimes we

just twisted their heads off and sometimes we'd hit them in between rocks.
grandfather had three big orchards.
orchard, two big apple orchards.

My

He had a great big peach orchard, big apple
w
One was .. had a lot of seet
apples and plums

Mrs. Goodall: and quinces and all kind of fruit and we had to work in that
fruit get to market and then come the time to be shipped.
Interviewer:
Mrs. Goodall:

Did you ever make cider?
Yea, he had a big cider mill, us kids would a .• on Saturday

evening would a •. when our work was done for the week we'd a .. got to the orchard
and pick up apples, carry em up the hill and make our cider.
Interviewer:
Mrs. Goodall:

How'd she make cider or can you remember?
We'd grind the apples, put them through his press and the

cider would come out and we'd have to strain it and buddy it was really potent.
Interviewer:
Mrs. Goodall:

Didi~ make hard cider?
Yeh, it would if you let it set long enough but he'd never let

us drink it.
Interviewer:
Mrs. Goodall:

Did you ever sneak any?
No, we was always good to mind.

Always listened to what

he had to say after our father died he was the only father we had and we always
listened to what he told us and what he said because he was a good man and never
told us anything wrong.
Interviewer:
Mrs. Goodall:

Did you make cottage cheese and things liie that?
Made all kinds of cottage cheese and later in years when a ..

we had all the cows they brought them a cream separater and we had to separate,,
I had to go help them milk these cows .. six or eight cows and take the milk to
the house and separate it.
of buckets of milk.

We just get between a pint and a quart of cream out

And then they sold the cream and then we poured the ol

"blue john"milk into the hogs.
Interviewer:
Mrs. Goodall:
Interviewer:
Mrs. Goodall:

What's the "blue john" milk?
That's cream taken out of it.
How did they make the cottage cheese now?
They made the cottage cheese out of skim milk.

They take

they set the milk in big crocks and take the cream off it and pour this milk
in a big pan,put it on the back of the stove and let it heat just a little bit.
And then it would all curd up and then they's strain it.

Strain it and then mix

it with cream and a .. made delicious cottage cheese something you cann't get
now a days.
Interviewer:
Mrs. Goodall:

How did they care for the meat on a farm?
When they killed the meat in the fall my 1 randfather slways

killed the meat hogs and somethimes he'd kill a beef and then he'd salt the hams
and shoulders and everything down the sidemeat.
he'd smoke it.

And later earlier in the spring

Then we had a little smokehouse and the kids would have to help

Mrs. Goodall: take care of the fire to keep it from blazing. If the fire
blazed then the meat wouldn't smoke. Had to keep water throwed on it so it would
just amoke, wouldn't blaze.
Interviewer:
Mrs. Goodall:

How long did it take to smoke it?
It took several days to smoke it and hickory smoke hams and

oh boy was they ever good.
Interviewer:
Mrs. Goodall:

Did you ever can any of it?
Not hams,we canned beefs later on in years.

real prosperous farmers after starting out the way they did.

They got to be

But they got to

be real prosperous farmers and they had everything.
Interviewer:
Mrs. Goodall:

Did they ever have any help?
Yes, he had hired help sometimes but us kids, he always

called on us to help him and we was always ready because we always loved them so
much.
Interviewer:
Mrs. Goodall:

Did they not have a housekeeper at one time?
Yell, they had a hired girl to help my grandmother and in the

kitchen cause she couldn't keep up with all the cookin and the things and all
the housework and washing and all the things she to do.
Interviewer:

Grandmother, tell about some of the remedies that you all

had back ..
Mrs. Goodall:

When the children got sick at home we didn't have a doctor

any closer than Ripley.

That was about fifteen miles away and he had to ride

horseback it would take him all day and nearly all night to get there.
mother made her own remedies.

So my

She when we had a bad cold she would put onion

polices on us and grease the bottom of our feet and make us sit with our teet
in hot water and a •. put us to bed and keep us in bed for ... and just doctored
us herself.
Interviewer:

Did you ever have to wear one of those bags around your neck?

Mrs. Goodall:

We had to wear when we went to school to. keep from catching

diseases that we often was circulating around in school,we had to wear an
asafetida bag.
Interviewer:
Mrs. Goodall:

What was in the bag?
Asafetida.

Interviewer:

What's asafetida?

Mr. McQueen:

Stinkenest darn stuff.

Mrs. Goodall:

Is it an herb or .. ?

Asafetida is something you put around your neck curbed ..

supposed to curb diseases.

It's the awfullest thing to wear.

They took .. put

it up in little bags and put it around your neck and you had to wear it at all
times.

School and everywhere you went.

Interviewer:

Did you grow that stuff?

Mrs. -Goodall:

No, no they bought it.

Tnt-<>rviE>wE>r:

Did vou make your own soap?

Mrs. Goodall:

Sometimes we made our own soap, sometimes we bought the

soap.
Interviewer:

Do you remember how to make it?

Mrs. Goodall:

Yes I know exactly how to make it.

You use lye and you make

your lye out of ashes and use lye and boric acid.
Mr. McQueen:

Just plain boric.

Mrs. Goodall:

I mean boric instead of boric acid.

Just plain boric and

we made our soap and when we got it all made we cut it into cakes and laid it
on the shelf to dry.

And red seed lye .. we put red seed . lye in it to cut the

dirt and everything.
Interviewer:

Was there any grease in it?

Mrs. Goodall: Yell, we put grease in it.
Interviewer:

What kind of grease?

Mrs. Goodall: We had to save our ... any kind of grease and it couldn!t
have salt in it.

Any kind of grease .. tallow that's from the beef and any

kind of grease we could use.
Interviewer:
Mrs. Goodall:

What kind of books did you have?
We had the old McGuffy books, old McGuffy readers and a ...

up to the sixth reader and one particular thing we always liked and laughed
about was the Pert Chicken in the third ,reader.
like to • .

The Pert Cfuicken he .. and I'd

There are several favorite poems in this third reader that I liked

real but the one I think that's kind of outstanding is the Pe~t Chicken.
was a ... he thought he ruled everything in the farmyard.
The r e was once

a

pretty chicken;

But his friends were very few,
For he thought that there was nothing
In the world but what he knew:
So he always, in the farmyard,
Had a very forward way,
Telling all the hens and turkeys
What they ought to do and say.
"Mrs. Goose," he Baid, "I wonder
That your goslings you should let
Go out paddling in the water;
It will kill them to get wet."
"I wish, my old Aunt Darking,"
He began to her, one day,
"That you wouldn't sit all summer
In your nest upon the hay.

The story goes ..

He

Mrs. Goodall:

Won't you come out to the meadow,

Where the grass with seeds is filled?"
"If I should," said Mrs. Dorking,
"Then my eggs would all get chilled."
"No, they won't," replied the chicken,
"And no matter if they do;
Eggs are really good for nothing;
What's an egg to me or you?"
"What's an egg?" said Mrs. Dorking,
"Can it be you do not know
You yourself were in an eggshell
Just one little month ago?
And, if kind wings had not warmed you,
You would not be out to-day,
Telling hens, and geese, and turkeys,
What they ought to do and say.
"To be very wise, and show it,
Is a pleasant thing, no doubt;
But, when young folks talk to old folks,
They should know what they' re about."

